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Camera attribution with the PRNU

◆ Practically all (CMOS, CCD, etc.) have an intrinsic noise pattern: 

PRNU (Photo Response Non Uniformity)

 PRNU properties: robustness, stability, universality

 Can be used for forensic camera attribution due to its uniqueness.
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Forensic uses (e.g. fight against child abuse)
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Social Network Analysis for Law Enforcement
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Digital onboarding
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Biometric proof-of-life
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Insurance damage reporting
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The PRNU is a sort of mutliplicative noise: 

or

The PRNU is unique, i.e., for any two devices with PRNUs
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The two fundamental hypotheses in camera attribution

PRNU noise

Pristine image

Output pixel  

Sir, may I 

know what

are your

hypotheses?
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The PRNU is zero-mean, Gaussian and nearly-white, i.e., for lags

outside a small neighborhood of the origin (s.t.                      ) the

autocorrelation is almost zero.  
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Additional hypothesis

Estimated autocorrelation of the PRNU for a Nikon D60 camera
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Camera attribution workflow
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But sir, I heard something

about residuals. Is that

chemical residuals? 

Extract

residuals

Estimate

PRNU

Extract

residual

Measure

PCE

Make

decison
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Residual computation [Lukás06]

Denoiser

Residuals
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Many options for the denoising

◆ [Mihcak99] wavelet-based (4-level 8-tap Daubechies QMF).

◆ [Kang 14] 8-neighbour context-adaptive interpolation (CAI). 

◆ [Al-Ani15] similar-pixel opposite-sign PRNU in a neighborhood. 

◆ [He13] content-adaptive guided filtering (CAGI). 

◆ [Perona90] anisotropic diffusion. 

◆ [Rudin94] total variation filtering. 

◆ [Dabov 07] block-matching and 3D filtering (BM3D). 

◆ [Alparone06] MMSE for multiplicative noise in the wavelet domain. 

◆ …
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And several comparisons

◆ [Amerini09], [Cortiana11], [Al-Ani17]… 

◆ Main conclusion: BM3D perfoms best but is computationally very

expensive; Mihcak’s is the most popular, but CAGI is worth

exploring further. 
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My wife says that you check

for asymmetric attention bias!

TPR @ 1e-
03

EER CPU time 
(ms)

BM3D 83.9% 4.9% 4273

Mihcak 70.9% 7.3% 1105

CAGI 70.5% 9.5% 138

TV 58.9% 8.0% 22

Similar pixel 51.2% 13.7% 920

CAI 24.3% 14.8% 4074
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A note on asymmetric attention bias

17

◆ “Asymmetric 

attention to detail. 

Sometimes known as 

disconfirmation bias, 

this happens when 

we give expected 

results a relatively 

free pass, but we 

rigorously check 

non-intuitive results.” 
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PRNU estimation [Chen08]

◆ After the denoising the standard model goes like this:

◆ And if the noise is i.i.d. Gaussian, uncorrelated with and      the

Maximum Likelihood Estimator is

◆ For residuals with different noise variances

18

Sample-wise

division
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PRNU estimation

◆ Why then the simple averaging of residuals [Lukás06]

is almost as good an estimate? 

◆ Maybe we should revise our model for the “wild” case:

◆ Notice that multiplying by also increases the ‘noise’ part.  

19

But something

doesn’t fit here, sir
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PRNU detection [Goljan08], [Kang12]

◆ By far, the most popular detector is based on the PCE. Formally, 

given the test-image residual       and the estimated fingerprint

it first computes the NCC 

with the operator cyclic shift by .

◆ Then, the Signed PCE (SPCE) is

22

So why the NCC 

alone works so well?

PCE: Peak to Correlation Energy
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Simplifications

◆ The denominator of the SPCE estimates the std under . But

since and                                are uncorrelated

for , we can approximate

◆ Thus
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If
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The importance of signal contamination

◆ Assume zero-mean residual and PRNU. In detection we must

compute                      .  Remembering the new model proposed

for the wild case:

◆ The variance of the pure noise terms depends on

◆ But the variance of the leakage terms

depends on

24

Under some mild

symmetry conditions
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A takeaway

◆ An optimal denoiser (e.g., in MMSE sense) is not necessarily optimal

for PRNU detection! (correlation of residual with also counts)

◆ May explain why state-of-the-art DNN denoisers give no apparent

advantage w.r.t. BM3D in this scenario [Kirchner19].

◆ And may explain the excellent performance of the SP-CNN 

denoiser in [Kirchner19] (albeit not suitable for wild scenarios):   
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Gee, whiz! Perhaps you

should also check your

FUNDAMENTAL 

hypotheses, sir!
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1. The multiplicative dependence [Chen08]
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Gamma correction

First order

Taylor expansion
Extra noise

sources

k is very small

Sensor
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The gamma-response lemma [Pérez-González21]

◆ Let be the (monotonic) camera response function. If the

input is of the form with , then the output is of the

form for some constant if and only if , with

constants.       

◆ In other words: (1+PRNU) is multiplicative if and only if the camera 

response function is a pure gamma correction. 

◆ Therefore, in general there is a function such that

28

[Pérez-González21] Resolution for 2021: I promise I will write it and submit it. 
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Camera response functions

29

Nikon Sony NEX-5
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Function g(.)

30

Nikon D60 RAW

Nikon D7000 TIFF
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Extraction with g(.)
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Nikon D3200 Canon D1100 Nikon D7000 

◆ Results with TIFF images, cropped

to 512x512 patches.  

Standard

Estimation with g(x)Estimation

with parabola
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2. The Snowflake Hypothesis
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Sprinkle some snowflakes in your life

33
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◆ US lawyer, Brandon Mayfield, mistakenly detained by FBI in 

connection with Madrid bombings (March 2004).

◆ An FBI supercomputer positively identified one of the Madrid 

fingerprints on a bag of detonators as Mayfield’s. 

◆ FBI maintained its certainty despite Spanish authorities denied the 

match. 

◆ Actually, the fingerprints corresponded to an Algerian man.

34

Are FINGERprints really unique?

Boy, it’s terrible!
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◆ [Goljan09] large-scale analysis with flickr images.

◆ Database in the wild: possibly several cameras from same user; 

images with digital zoom…

◆ Images per camera in interval [60,200] x ~7,000 cameras.

◆ A few cameras found to be identical. 

37

Is the PRNU a Snowflake?
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Study in [Iuliani 20]

38

◆ VISION dataset: 35 devices, 11 brands + Control dataset: 23 

smartphones, 17 different models + Flickr dataset: same models as Ctrl

dataset and 31 additional models. 

◆ No collisions reported onVISION, but on fingerprints with Ctrl

dataset (PRNUs estimated with 5 flat images), yes:  
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Study in [Iuliani 20]

39

◆ Standard artifacts are removed (by Zero-meaning and Wiener filtering) 

◆ “For the widely adopted PCE threshold of 60, false positive rates 

larger than 1% were observed for popular devices belonging to 

Huawei, Samsung, Nokia, and Xiaomi.”

◆ [Gloe12] had found diagonal artifacts not entirely removable with 

Wiener filtering for a Nikon CoolPix S710 cameras (Dresden dataset)

Xcorrs of an image

from c1;s710 with

PRNUs of other s710’s
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Our own experience: Matchinger

40
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Talking

about Wild? 

The future is

Wilder!
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The future is wilder

43

◆ Images and videos are more and more subject to really wild 
conditions:

◆ (Strong) compressions. 

◆ Cropping and scaling. 

◆ Digital zooming. 

◆ High dynamic range imaging. 

◆ Camera stabilization. 

◆ In-camera/software lens distortion correction. 

◆ Photo effects. 

◆ Multicamera imaging. 

◆ …
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◆ If

◆ Does

Quasi-homomorphic transformations

44

?
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◆ If so, given , the detection statistic (GLRT) becomes:

◆ The main challenge is to find efficient algorithms for searching the
parameter space.  Almost whiteness in     complicates things.  

Direct approach

45

Measure SPCE     Detector     

Find

Denoise
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◆ Based on the inverse transformation (provided it exists):

◆ This approach requires 1)             to be quasi-homomorphic, and  

2) if , then the denoising of               yields

and               .  

Inverse approach

46

Measure SPCE     Detector     

Find

Denoise
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◆ In this case, it is much more effective (and expensive) to compute 

the PRNU from the residuals of transformed images

Non-homomorphic case

47

Measure SPCE     Detector     

Find

Denoise

Extract
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Example: Non-stabilized video, mixed-media
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Measure SPCE     

Extract PRNU

Extract

PRNU

Top Image: [Iuliani19]

For a 

conjectured

camera this

transformation

is known, so 

no exhaustive

search is

needed!
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Example: Stabilized video

49Image credit: A. Montibeller, M.S. Thesis, University of Trento.

Now, THIS 

is wild!
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Stabilized video

50

◆ [Chuang11]: Use the B frames.                 
(not just I and P)

◆ [Taspinar16] proposed a pure brute-force
approach. 

◆ [Iuliani19]: Use still image PRNU as reference
and find for each frame.  Apply to 
register the frame. Use registered frames
(with a minimum PRNU strength) to estimate
video PRNU. 

◆ [Mandelli20]: Find best frame for reference
PRNU. 

◆ [Taspinar20]: Integrate several consecutive
frames to speed up calculations. 

But mind

the AUC!
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But mind the AUC!

51

◆ AUC does not reflect what happens for low FPRs.  

Image: [Taspinar20]
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I must go

now!
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Final thoughts
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◆ We need to deepen our understanding and 

strengthen our hypotheses. 

◆ Forensic Forensis Forum.   

◆ We need more unbiased (meta)analyses, 

large-scale tests, and up-to-date databases. 

◆ We need fresh approaches to address the

curse of dimensionality, e.g., reinforcement

learning. 

◆ We need… to beat the future.  
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Thank you!

Fernando Pérez-González

fperez@gts.uvigo.es
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